SIEM
That Deli
vers

Over the course of my 23 years in cyber security I
have recommended very, very few products, but trust
me, you will be impressed with this team.
Dannie Combs, CISO, Donnelley Financial Solutions, on empow

The Challenges- before empow
Highest level security needs: Donnelley provides services to investment
and capital markets for IPO, merger, acquisition, and divestment
transactions demanding the most advanced cyber security protection
against cyber attackers and insider threats.
Existing SIEM is reactive and doesn’t detect advanced attack use cases.
GDPR – global business, with clients and employees all over the world,
and offices and datacenters in London and Amsterdam, dictates
compliance with strict GDPR regulation.

Donnelley
Financial Solutions
Case Study
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Annual budget: >$5M

Slow to respond – lack of automated investigation and
attack mitigation.
Lack of visibility and anomaly detection inside the network.
The result: Security is priority #1, and the existing security tools
did not deliver.

Donnelley’s Requirements:

Proactive Security Analytics

Reduce Noise

Detection of advanced data-leak
scenarios, and internal network
visibility and anomaly detection

Minimize alerts noise and false
positives and reduce burden on
security analysts

Automatic Hunting & Mitigation

Seamless Integration

Cuts down time to response to
security incidents

Integration into the existing
“tool-rich” security infrastructure

Privacy & Regulatory

No Maintenance

Meet requirements including
GDPR and others

Minimize maintenance costs
and correlation rules

Net sales: $1B a year
10,000 hosts
HQ: Chicago, offices and datacenters in
Europe and Asia
Delivers financial risk and compliance
solutions that provide clients with insights
that power their decisions and shape global
markets.
Core security objectives include protecting
highly valuable confidential information,
ensuring regulatory compliance, and
protecting IP.

empow’s
Security Platform Finally a SIEM
that works for you
empow’s ROI-positive Security Platform is the
first SIEM to autonomously understand attacker
intent – based on its patented "mind-reading" AI
technology. This intent insight applies to each
unit of data that the network infrastructure
generates, no matter the source, enabling
empow's SIEM solution to determine if there
is a real "attack story." If so, the platform's
orchestration engine executes optimized
adaptive investigation and response actions.
In this way empow’s Security Platform enables
organizations to make more out of the security
tools they already have, creating a proactive
security ecosystem and improving ROI.
empow is headquartered in Israel with a North
American marketing and sales office in Boston.
The company was awarded Gartner Cool
Vendor in 2017 and other industry awards, for
its innovative, AI-based approach to SIEM.
empow’s customers include leading medium
and large enterprises and universities in in
North America and Europe.

You've already bought
the right tools.
It's time to use them in
the right way.

Dannie Combs
CISO, Donnelley Financial Solutions

Are you frustrated with the 10+ years
so-called "innovation" within the SIEM
technology stack?
Are you demanding PREVENTIVE controls
and automated mitigation for 80%+ of
known risks with a platform that is flexible
enough to fit your unique tech environment?
Are you frustrated with the continuous
hype of snake oil solutions that come with
offensive pricing models that fail to meet
your expectations? Me too....
My recommendation – Call empow's team.
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